Business travel is progressively resuming. This fact is witnessed by various travel experts from Swiss organisations such as SWISS, Switzerland Global
Enterprise, the Association of Swiss Travel Management, the International Air Transport Association and International SOS. Simultaneously, the
COVID-19 pandemic has added a new layer of complexity to travel. Constantly evolving travel regulations and increased security and health risks mean that
trips are now nine-times more likely to result in a medical evacuation2. This infographic displays our experts’ insights and recommendations on how to
manage the main challenges for a health and safe return to travel.
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“People have not lost their desire to travel as we see in solid

“It’s not just a travel restriction and complex phase but clarifying
and understanding of the real security risk in any environment.”
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“It’s complicated to deal with such a complexity and it’s
important for companies to rely on experts.”
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“One of the main difficulties small and medium-sized enterprises
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domestic market resilience, but they are held back from
international travel by restrictions, uncertainty and complexity.”
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“We have specific colleagues working to be up to date with
restrictions on a daily basis. It’s an endless work.”

1Total

passenger numbers are expected to reach 2.3 billion in 2021. This will grow to 3.4 billion in 2022 which is
similar to 2014 levels and significantly below the 4.5 billion travelers of 2019.
https://www.iata.org/en/pressroom/2021-releases/2021-10-04-01/
2International
3International

SOS Assistance Centres and Tracker data 2020 – 2021.

trips registered +10% monthly growth, while domestic trips registered +13% monthly growth. Analysis
based on International SOS Tracker data: May 2020 – August 2021.

